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Some observations regarding available
“highpT” LHC nuclear data

CMS dijets in p+Pb in some detail

Expectations for Z and W and photons in p+Pb

Approximate outline



  

Phys.Rev.Lett. 110 (2013) 082302

The first p+Pb result from the LHC
ALICE measured the inclusive charged hadron
RpPb from the p+Pb pilot run

A qualitative agreement with the EPS09NLO

In RHIC this was another story...

Phys.Rev.Lett. 91 (2003) 072303

Larger pT and light mesons will be interesting

The normalization a bit problematic...



  

The inclusive hadrons at the LHC energies cannot be described optimally 
even in p+p (with the current frag. functions)

ALICE used their 7TeV data to get the
5.02TeV baseline (partly) by

The ratio above could be still OK, but 
the issues on the frag. functions
should be clarified

The first p+Pb result from the LHC

using DSS frag. functions

This particular set does not do very
good job in describing the absolute
Inclusive charged hadron spectra

Data points from arXiv:1307.1093



  

The first p+Pb result from the LHC

A different description with e.g. the
Kretzer frag. functions

This particular set does not do very
good job in describing the absolute
Inclusive charged hadron spectra

Data from arXiv:1307.1093

The ratio above could be still OK, but 
the issues on the frag. functions
should be clarified

The inclusive hadrons at the LHC energies cannot be described optimally 
even in p+p (with the current frag. functions)

ALICE used their 7TeV data to get the
5.02TeV baseline (partly) by

using DSS frag. functions



  

Phys.Rev.Lett. 106 (2011) 212301 Phys.Lett. B715 (2012) 66-87

Some observations from Pb+Pb
The dimuon data at Z-pole (M=60...120GeV), and single lepton data at pT > 25GeV 
in qualitative agreement with the pQCD expectations (errors are large, however....)

New analyses with a larger data sample are 
underway.... so firmer conclusions later on No Glauber normalization 

needed for this



  

Some observations from Pb+Pb
Isolated photons at large pT by CMS

Phys.Lett. B710 (2012) 256-277

Qualitative agreement – more statistics obviously needed (also for pp baseline)

Helenius, Paukkunen, Eskola, JHEP 1305 (2013) 030



  

Some observations from Pb+Pb
Preliminary inclusive photons at small pT by ALICE

Nucl.Phys.A904-905 2013 (2013) 573c-576c

NLO pQCD appears to do fair job down to pT = 4 GeV



  

The CMS dijets in p+Pb
CMS has measured dijets using the 2013 p+Pb data

Large minimum leading jet pT! (compare to leading pT > 60 GeV in CMS pp data)

CMS PAS HIN-13-001

Should be well in the realm of pQCD and coll. factorization and does not depend 
on the Glauber.

Data binned in dijet “pseudorapidity”

pseudorapidities of 
the individual jets

Note the rapidity shift

(results presented in the collider frame)

Pb p



  

Simple leading order kinematics suggest

where

The CMS dijets in p+Pb

Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, arXiv:1308.6733



  

Large NLO corrections & uncertainties for the absolute spectrum....

The CMS dijets in p+Pb

Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, arXiv:1308.6733



  

....but the shape (≈ event fraction) is much better under control within -2 < η < 1

The CMS dijets in p+Pb

Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, arXiv:1308.6733



  

The predictions using DSSZ, EPS09 and HKN07 are mutually different

More or less the same shape –
smoothed out by pT integrations

The CMS dijets in p+Pb

Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, arXiv:1308.6733



  

Comparison to the preliminary CMS data (data from CMS PAS HIN-13-001)

Doga Gulhan, Jet workhop, 2013 Paris

Agreement with the preliminary CMS data (the data precision looks impressive)

The CMS dijets in p+Pb



  

Even better variable: forward-to-backward ratio

The CMS dijets in p+Pb

The CMS imposed a symmetric rapidity 
acceptance in the collider frame

Larger cross section at positive
dijet pseudorapidity than
In the negative direction

Differences among EPS09, DSSZ, 
and HKN07 stand out

this is an asymmetric acceptance 
in the proton-nucleon cms frame

-2.535 <  η* < 3.465

The ratio tends to be >1



  

Expectations for dileptons in p+Pb
The dileptons at the Z boson pole (M=MZ) show interesting effects

The electroweak couplings miraculously suppress the isospin effect

Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 1103 (2011) 071



  

The forward to backward ratio should contain a large nuclear effect

A clean way to measure the nuclear effects in quarks
(probably also affetcs gluons by DGLAP)

Expectations for dileptons in p+Pb

Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 1103 (2011) 071

No Glauber needed



  

Single leptons at pT=M
W
/2

The isospin effect remains sizable

Definite nuclear effect also in the shape of the sngle charged lepton spectra

Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 1103 (2011) 071



  

Single leptons at pT=M
W
/2

The charged lepton rapidity asymmetry

Larger effects & uncertainties from the baseline PDFs (than for the Z bosons)

Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 1103 (2011) 071



  

Single leptons at pT=M
W
/2

Something fancy:

The nuclear effects in the usual charge asymmetry AW are minimal.
(more useful for free proton fits?)

Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 1103 (2011) 071



  

Inclusive photons at p+Pb
The inclusive photons probe the gluons at                                               in LO

The pT dependence needs to be measured very accurately

Arleo, Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 1104 (2011) 055

The p+p baseline would be needed for RpPb (also Glauber normalizations)



  

Inclusive photons at p+Pb
In the forward direction (small x2), the effects of shadowing become visible

However, especially the fragmentation component push the naive, 
expectation to “significantly” larger x. This, and the rapid DGLAP
evolution of RG(x), make the RpPb quite flat (Helenius, Paukkunen, Eskola, in prep.)

In the backward direction (small x2) the isospin effects are sizable
(the valence quarks are important)

Arleo, Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 1104 (2011) 055

Difficult to probe the small-x gluons, an isolation cut may help a bit...

The forward-to-backward ratio not very clean probe (isospin effects)



  

Isolated photon + heavy quark jet

Arleo, Kovarik, Owens, et.al JHEP 1101 (2011) 152

For heavy quark tagged photons the contribution of e.g. valence quarks
can be suppressed (no isospin effect)

Some foreseen ALICE kinematics

May be “challenging” to measure 
These nCTEQ fits did not include the low-Q2 
NMC data, much larger gluon errors...



  

Summary
The Z & W & photon data from LHC Pb+Pb runs consistent with NLO pQCD

The preliminary CMS dijet data tend to prefer antishadowing and EMC effect
for gluons

The Drell-Yan data (charged leptons & dileptons) close to the heavy
gauge boson poles, are expected to be especially useful for the quark sector

The direct photon observables (inclusive, isolated, heavy quark tagged,...)
are definitely sensitive to the gluons

Some indirect small-x constraints by sum rules

Better accuracy expected along the 2011 data. 
However, Pb+Pb hardly useful for PDF fits.

Indirectly also for the gluon through DGLAP

Some more in “Predictions for p+Pb Collisions at sqrt s_NN = 5 TeV“, 
Int.J.Mod.Phys. E22 (2013) 1330007
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